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Abstract. This article reports on a novel higher-education course format exploiting choreographed peer reviews and self corrections so as to
reduce to a minimum the teachers’ involvement. The novel course format
was motivated by the necessity to run examinations for all courses during
all terms, even though almost all courses are offered only every second
term. As a consequence and because of a very high students to teacher
ratio, many students have to prepare for examinations without sufficient
assistance. This article describes the novel course format and reports on
its evaluation in a case study. The evaluation indicates that most students benefit from the novel course format but that it is less efficient than
traditional formats based on a much higher teachers’ involvement. The
major weakness of the novel format is an insufficient dedication of some
students to their reviewing. The article suggests and discusses possible
measures to address that weakness.
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Introduction

This article reports on a novel format for higher-education introductory courses
exploiting peer reviews and self corrections so as to reduce to a minimum the
teachers’ involvement. The novel course format relies on a well-thought choreography of peer and self correction so as first to provide fast feedback through peer
reviews to all students and to ensure a good learning through self-correction. The
novel course format was motivated by the necessity to run examinations for all
courses during all terms in a bachelor course of studies in computing and related fields such am bio-informatics and media informatics, even though almost
all courses are offered only every second term. As a consequence and because
of students to teacher ratios of over 800 for professors and over 70 for teaching
assistants, many students have to prepare for examinations without sufficient
assistance.
The positive impact of peer reviews of students’ homework on the learning of
both reviewers and reviewees has been demonstrated in former studies [25, 9, 8].
Even though exploiting peer review in higher sciences, technology, engineering,
and mathematics (STEM) education is promising, this has been so far rarely
undertaken and therefore rarely studied. To the best of the authors’ knowledge,
this article is the first proposal of a course format exploiting choreographed peer
reviews and self corrections. An appropriate choreography is important for several reasons: It gives students precise tasks to perform, it provides common time

periods for these tasks keeping the students’ learning “in phase”, a pre-condition
of peer review, and ensuring a collective experience turning a group of students
into a learning community sharing common goals and therefore motivating to
help each other.
The novel course format proposed in this article has been tested and evaluated in an introductory computer science course for Bachelor students, an introduction to functional programming with the programming language Haskell.
To this aim, a specific web-based learning platform supporting the sophisticated
multi-phased choreography of peer reviews and self-correction of the proposed
novel course format has been conceived and implemented. The learning platform in addition to peer review and self-correction services also provides learning material and communication tools which the students can use to perform
their learning assignments, discuss the learning material among themselves, and
perform their homework. The learning platform also provides coding services:
Students can write, compile, and test code without leaving the learning platform. The platform’s coding services are used in the novel course format both
for one student’s own learning, for her review of her peers’ code and for her
self-correction.
The evaluation of the novel course format reported about in this article is
both quantitative and qualitative. The evaluation’s focus was the course format’s learning effectiveness. To this aim, the quality of both, the homework and
the peer reviews submitted by the students on the learning platform has been
assessed by human experts. Furthermore, the course attendance, that is, the
participation to the assigned homework and peer review and self-correction task
has been tracked. The evaluation was guided by the following research questions:
1. What is the peer reviews’ quality?
2. Does the quality of the reviews delivered, respectively received, by students
correlate with their examination performances?
3. Does solving homework assignments correlate with examination performances
as it is the case with traditional course formats?
4. What is the students’ attitude towards the novel course format?
To answer the first research question, a simple categorizing assessment scheme
of the peer reviews’ quality has been worked out. Using that scheme, two teaching
staff members categorized independently of each other all of submitted reviews
(Kohen’s κ = 0.85). This evaluation revealed that 28% of the reviews were of
low quality in the sense that they exhibited serious flaws.
Surprisingly, the second question received a negative answer: Neither the
quality of the reviews students delivered, nor the quality of the reviews they
received correlates with their examination performances. However, the amount
of reviews students received does correlate with their examination performances
what might reflect the often observed positive correlation between doing homework and examination performances. Indeed, only submitted homework can be
reviewed.
Investigating the third question has shown that merely submitting homeworks had no significant impact on examination performance. To investigate

this phenomenon further, the submission quality was assessed using an automated testing tool. This revealed that submission quality correlates positively
with examination performance (Pearson’s correlation coefficient, in the following
Pearson’s r = 0.49). However, this value is not statistically significant.
To answer the fourth research question, a qualitative survey has been conducted at the end of the course. That survey revealed that the general attitude
of those course’s students who completed the survey toward the novel course
format is positive stressing both positive and negative aspects.
This article is structured as follows: Section 1 is this introduction, section 2
is dedicated to related work. Section 3 introduces the course format. Section 4
describes the scientific method of the case study. Section 5 reports on the results
regarding the participation and attendance, the quality of peer reviews, the
quality of homework submissions, and the qualitative survey. Section 6 discusses
the results and makes a comparison to a previous “traditional” course. Section
7 draws a conclusion for improving course design and for further research.
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Related Work

The novel course format presented in this article refers to peer review, peer
teaching, and skill theory.
Peer Review. Following [19], peer review can be defined as a learning activity in
which students evaluate, make judgements on, and deliver written feedback on
the work of their peers. Several meta analyses report on the learning efficiency of
peer review [25, 9, 8]. Recently, some authors have compared the positive effects
of delivering peer reviews and receiving peer reviews [18, 7, 19]. The positive
impact on learning of delivering reviews is explained by the longer time learners
spend on a subject [25] and by the reflection on one’s owns learning triggered
by reviewing the work of others [19].
Among the benefits of peer reviewing for learners, the comparison of different
approaches and standard of work and the exchange information and ideas are
cited [26, 13, 23]. Among the negative impact of peer reviews on learning, the
difficulty of making accurate assessments is reported [13].
Peer Teaching. Peer teaching is simply defined as a form of instruction where
learners teach each other [12]. Peer teaching is known to improve teamwork
abilities and social skills among learners [23] and to contribute to the learners’
comprehension [1, 3, 2]. Like peer review, peer teaching is has been shown to be
beneficial both for learners acting as “teacher” and learners acting as “student”
[11] what is explained by the active engagement required by both roles [12]. A
difficulty of peer teaching is the choice of suitable peer learning groups or pairs.
This difficulty can be overcome by letting instructors decide on the pairings
[12] or by relying on measures of previous achievements to form inhomogeneous
groups [6].

Skill Theory and Related Models. In the evaluation below, learners’ proficiency
correlates positively with review quality, an effect not found in the meta analyses of [25, 9]. The Skill Theory of Fischer [10] would predict the correlation
reported about below. This theory postulates that learners construct a hierarchical framework of skills where high level skills depend on lower level skills [22].
Other theories supporting the findings reported about below are the ConsciousCompetence Model of Burch that emphasises the importance of being aware of
one’s own lack of competence in early phases of learning [4] and the Kruger
Dunning effect that is often quoted with the following phrase: “we argue that
the skills that engender competence in a particular domain are often the very
same skills necessary to evaluate competence in that domain” [17, p.1].
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Course Format

The course format proposed in this article is based on three types of tasks:
weekly homework, review, and self-correction (or re-work). These tasks are choreographed as follows for each course “topic”, or chapter:
A topic is learned in three successive one week long phases:
1. At the beginning of a topic’s first week, the topic’s course material and corresponding homework assignments are published on the learning platform.
The students have to deliver their homework within that first week.
2. At the beginning of a topic’s second week, that is, after the students delivered
their topic’s homework, each student is tasked to review the homework of
two other students. The students have to deliver their reviews within that
second week.
3. At the beginning of a topic’s third week, that is, after the students delivered
their reviews, “blue prints” or exemplary solutions for the homework assignments are published on the learning platform. The students have to deliver
corrections of both their own homework and of the two peer reviews they
delivered.
The third phase is a self-correction phase is introduced to exploit the beneficial
effects of self-correction on learning [20].
While a topic is learned over three weeks, every week a new topic is introduced, that is, the afore-mentioned three successive one week long phases of a
topic overlap with that of other topics. In other words, with the thirds week of a
course, a student learns the a course’s topic, reviews the homework of two other
students referring to the previous course’s topic, and performs a self-correction
of her own homework and own reviews referring to course’s topic before last.
This interleaved scheme has been selected so as to exploit the positive impact of
timely spaced instruction [24], and shuffled instruction [21].
The web-based learning platform specifically tuned to the novel course format
supports among others the afore-mentioned multi-phased choreography requiring almost no supervision thus freeing the teaching staff from time-consuming
“administrative” or “organizational” chores.
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Evaluation Method

Participants. The course run for evaluation purposes with the novel format and
was attended by 45 students enrolled in Bachelor computer science programme
of whom 12 were female and 33 male. The students were studying in their second
to eighth semester.
Procedure. The course lasted 13 weeks, covered 11 topics that were worked out
by the students according to the scheme described in the previous Section 3. A
topic’s homework consisted in two or three exercises. An exercise was either a
programming task or a set of questions. In total, 27 exercise solutions could be
delivered by every student.
Students who missed three consecutive deadlines for a homework delivery
or a peer review delivery were removed from the course on the grounds that
contributing to the course, both by delivering one’s own homework for other
students to review and by reviewing the homework of others, is necessary for
peers to learn well. This rule was made clear before registration to the course
and was accepted by all students who registered for the course. After a student
missed two consecutive deadlines, a warning email was automatically sent to the
student by the choreography component of the learning platform.
Dataset. After the course, the quality of all student submissions, homework and
peer reviews, has been assessed both by members of the teaching staff and by a
software specifically designed designed for the purpose and described below. This
quality assessment was performed only for the evaluation reported in this article.
Its human-performed component is not part of the course format. Its automated
component is part of the course format that provides immediate feedback to
students and most likely positively impact on their self-regulation [5], an impact
that deserves to be evaluated in future studies.
In order to assess the peer reviews’ quality, each review was categorized by
members of the teaching staff after the following scheme:
+FF: “false correctly reported by the reviewer as false”
-FC: “false wrongly reported by the reviewer as correct”
+CC: “correct correctly reported by the reviewer as correct”
-CF: “correct wrongly reported by the reviewer as false”
The correctness of program submissions was assessed automatically using the
standard Haskell compiler [15] and by running pre-defined unit tests, that is,
tests that compare expected and computed results for a set of inputs. This way,
programming submissions were categorized according to the following scheme:
“wrong format” for submissions that were text of PDF files but no Haskell programs, “not compiling ” for submissions the compilations of which failed (usually
because of syntax errors), “compiling with failed tests” for submissions that compiled (without errors) but failed unit tests, and ‘tests passed” for submissions
that compiled and passed the unit tests, hence that could be considered correct.1
1

This assumption is reasonable for short Haskell programs beginners can write.

These four categories can be considered as steps that have to be consecutively
mastered by learners. Indeed, for beginners, the first obstacle to coding is to
select the appropriate format, the second obstacle is to write code that compiles
(without errors), and the third obstacle is writing code that passes the unit tests.
Thus, the automatic categorization scheme reflects levels of skills as proposed
by Fischer’s skill theory [10].
The students’ learning behaviour during the course was assessed after the
number of homework and reviews they delivered and when they delivered it.
After the course, an examination referring to the course’s topics took place.
After that examination, a qualitative survey was conducted to assess the students’ attitude towards the novel course format, the learning platform supporting
it, as well as the student perception of the course format’s usefulness for learning. 18 students who had attended the course and took the course’s examination
completed that survey.
Of the 45 students, who attended the course, 32 took the course’s examination. These students’ data forms the dataset of the evaluation this article reports
about.
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Evaluation Results

Participation. This section reports on the participation to and the dropout from
the course and on the delivery of homework and peer reviews.
Drop Out. Throughout the course, students dropped out. Most them were removed in application of the rule mentioned at the beginning of Section 4 after
they missed three consecutive deadlines. Two students freely chose to leave the
course after the third week. Figure 1 illustrates the decline of the participation,
notably after the third, sixth, and ninth weeks.

Fig. 1. Numbers of students at each week

Homework and Peer Reviews Delivered. In total 316 homeworks and 147 reviews
were delivered. As with course participation, the number of submitted homework

Fig. 2. Numbers of homework and peer reviews submissions at each week

and reviews declined throughout the course. Figure 2 gives the figures After the
first week, only a fraction of the homeworks were peer reviewed. Peer review
participation varied much, 18 of 45 students gave 90% of the peer reviews.
Peer Review Quality. An evaluation of the quality assessment of the peer reviews
described in Section 4 reveals that most reviews were correct in the sense that
they correctly identified either errors or correctness. The relative frequencies of
labels is as follows:
+FF: 25% (“false correctly reported by the reviewer as false”)
-FC: 22% (“false wrongly reported by the reviewer as correct”)
+CC: 47% (“correct correctly reported by the reviewer as correct”)
-CF: 6% (“correct wrongly reported by the reviewer as false”)
Interestingly, only 6% of the reviews identified errors where they were none and
22% failed to indicate errors.
The Correlations between the frequencies of the labels +CC and +FF where
significantly positive (Pearson’s r = 0.44, p = 0.05) and the frequencies of the
labels +FF and -FC significantly negative (Pearson’s r = −0.45, p = 0.03).
Other correlations between the frequencies of the labels were not significant.
This suggests that students good at spotting the errors of their peers are also
good at identifying the correct submissions of their peers and therefore little
prone to give false feedback.
To estimate a student’s average review quality, for each student a review
score defined as the relative frequency of the number of correct reviews (+CC
and +FF) minus the relative frequency of the number incorrect reviews (-CF
and -FC) has been computed. The review scores correlate positively with the
relative frequency of the number of peer reviews delivered (r = 0.4, p = 0.05),
indicating that good reviewers (in the sense of delivering quality reviews) are
more likely to deliver their peer reviews.
Although the participation in peer reviews was low, those students receiving reviews profited from them: Indeed, the relative frequency of the number of
received reviews per homework submission correlates positively with the examination performance (r = 0.44, p = 0.03).

Homework Quality. Of the 316 homework submissions, 232 contained executable
code files. The remaining 84 homework submissions either referred to non-coding
assignments (40 submissions) or were erroneously submitted in a wrong format
(like Word or PDF(44 submissions).
Of the 232 code submissions, only 129 compiled (without errors). Most of
the non-compiling submissions contained syntax errors. Interestingly, of the 129
compiling submissions, only 12 failed to pass the unit tests suggesting that the
automatic testing approach makes sense for such a course.

Fig. 3. Numbers of code submissions in the respective categories

Considering the “problem solution steps” mentioned in Section 4 shows that
most students failed during the first two steps while the last step did not seem
much of a hurdle for those students who mastered the previous steps. This is
remarkable because it is in the last step (writing code that passes the unit test)
that the actual problem is solved. The total frequencies are shown on Figure 3.
The number of submissions compiling (without errors) of a student correlates
positively with the relative frequency of the number of peer reviews that student
delivered (Pearson’s r = 0.35, p = 0.01). This indicates that students able to
solve the programming assignments are more likely to deliver peer reviews.
The number of submissions compiling (without errors) also correlates with
the examination results (r = 0.44) but this value is not significant.
Students’ Attitude Towards the Novel Course Format. This section reports the
results of the qualitative survey tun after the course’s examination.
Peer Review. The perceived usefulness of both delivering and receiving peer reviews was assessed. Most students (44 %) indicated that delivering peer reviews
was “mostly helpful” for their learning, while on the other hand, most students
indicated that receiving peer reviews was only sometimes useful. Figure 4 illustrates the perceived usefulness of receiving and delivering peer reviews.
While the received peer reviews are rarely experienced as helpful, the students
are relatively confident that their reviews were useful (median of 4, on a 6 point
Likert scale ranging from “not useful at all” to “absolutely useful”).

Fig. 4. Perceived properties of given and received peer reviews

Students mentioned advantages of the course’s peer reviews: The opportunity to
see different solutions and of learning from one’s peers, and comparing homework
standards. Worthwhile noting is the comment: “Peer review gave me evidence
that I’m not the only one too stupid to understand the topic.” Weaknesses of
the peer reviews were also mentioned: low number of reviews received, and low
quality of some reviews.
Provided Material and Functions. The course’s learning material and homework
exercises were perceived as very useful for learning (median of 5 on 6-point
Likert scale ranging from “not useful at all” to “completely useful“). The online
compiler and the unit tests were also perceived as useful (median of 3.5 and 4.5
on the same scale).
Drop Out. Students were also asked if they dropped out of the course, and, if
so, why. The reasons given were: Personal reasons like time constraints, loss of
motivation due to a too small number of received reviews.
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Discussion

Peer Review Quality. The fact that the average quality of the received peer
reviews did not correlate with the examination performances is surprising since
the importance of the feedback quality for learning has been often stressed in the
literature [14]. This surprising fact can be explained as follows. Firstly, this could
be due to the small number (32) of students completing the course’s examination.
Secondly, with the novel course format based on self-learning, reading low quality
reviews might motivate to learn more. Furthermore, the students were tasked to
self-correct their homework, that is, to re-work.
Homework and Examination Performance. The number of submitted homeworks does not correlate significantly with the examination performances. As a
comparison, data from a previous course was examined. That preceding course
was held with a teaching staff consisting of 10 tutors who reviewed all homeworks and a professor who hold lectures once a week. That preceding course

format had neither peer reviews nor self-correction. 593 students, of which 419
attended the final examination, attended the course. The lecture material and
exercises were, except for minor changes, the same in both courses.

Fig. 5. Relation of examination performance to number of submitted homeworks (aggregated by week) in the preceding course

Figure 5 shows the relation between examination performance and submitted
homeworks in the previous course. Two observations can be drawn from the figure: Firstly, students who submitted no homeworks do not necessarily fail in the
examination. In fact, these students achieved an average of mark 64%. Secondly,
submitting enough homeworks was a sufficient, but non-necessary, condition for
examination success, as the almost empty bottom-right triangle of Fig. 5 shows.
In the novel course in contrast, submitting enough homeworks was not a sufficient condition for examination success, indicating that the novel format helped
students struggling with the course’s content less in overcoming their learning
problems than the previous course did.
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Conclusion

Improving The Course Format. As elaborated above, the first point for improvement is the provision of all students with constant and possibly better peer
reviews. To this end three measures can be envisaged:
1. Rather than pairing students randomly, proficient students (who are more
likely to provide good reviews) could review “struggling students” (who
would benefit most from having their homework reviewed) and vice versa.
This would increase the reviewing efficiency without increasing the teachers’
involvement. To identify proficient students, the four submission categories
of Section 4 could be used. This approach would provide a very natural pair-

ing: Those who are able to write syntactically correct code should be able
to help those struggling with that task.
2. Peer review quality could be improved by providing a review scheme, as sort
of conceptual scaffolding [16]. Again, the submission categories of Section 4
could be used in asking questions like “Does this submission contain valid
Haskell code?” or “Does it compile?”
3. Finally, the social dimension of the course design could be improved. In
the case of a missing or unclear peer review, the platform could provide
reviewees with means to contact their reviewers directly. This could naturally
change the course format from a fixed three-step script (submission, review,
rework) to a personalized design where the process of working out a problem,
discussing solutions, and reworking solutions takes as many steps as needed.
The proposed improvements rely in part on the discovery of submission categories which in turn relied on automated compiling and testing. This seems to
make the use of these techniques in other (non programming) courses impractical. However, it can be argued, that STEM subjects are often based of formal
languages (such as algebraic expressions in mathematics or structural formulas
in chemistry) that could be interpreted and tested automatically. It is a conviction of the authors that novel course formats requiring less teacher involvement
could benefit from such techniques, especially in STEM education, since these
techniques not only identify proficient, but also motivated students.
This article has introduced a novel course format which requires a minimal
involvement of teachers. The course format has been evaluated in a case study
during a university course in computer science. The proposed format relies on
peer reviews and self-correction. The evaluation has shown the learning effectiveness of the approach and that an insufficient participation in peer reviewing,
and hence a lack of reviews, was a problem. Perspectives for overcoming this
problem without requiring more teacher work and for applying the format to
other subjects have been discussed.
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